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State sporting organisations are a popular and vital part of society, 
contributing to the national and state identity.

SSOs derive a significant portion of their revenue from membership 
fees and government funding. 

There is an expectation that not-for-profit sporting bodies are 
accountable to their stakeholders, including members, partners, 
sponsors, suppliers and government.

The annual report is the key annual reporting tool used by legal entities 
to summarise and report on relevant objectives, activities, 
organisational health and other important metrics.
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INTRODUCTION



WHAT IS AN ANNUAL REPORT?

Annual report

• Various names applied – annual report / directors’ report / financial 
report

• Corporations law perspective:

• “annual directors’ report”

• “annual financial report” (financial statements, notes to the financial statements, 
directors’ declaration about the statements and notes)

• “auditor’s report”

• Non-legal perspective
• Report on the activities of the SSO for the previous financial year

• Discretion as to contents

• Today’s webinar focusing on directors’ report only – financial reports to 
come
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STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

Companies limited by guarantee

Must prepare directors’ report

• Public companies must prepare a directors’ report - s 292

• Small CLGs (<$250k revenue) only if directed (5% of voting members) – s 292, 294A

Annual directors’ report

• CLG must include general information and auditor’s declaration – s 298

• Report must be made in accordance with resolution of directors’, specify report date and be signed by a 
director – s 298

Contents of report – s 300B

• Description of short and long term objectives

• Strategy for achieving objectives

• Principal activities during FY and how they assisted in achieving the objectives

• How performance is measured, including KPIs used

• Director information – name, qualifications and experience; number of board meetings and attendance
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STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

Companies limited by guarantee cont.

Reporting to members

• CLG must provide copy of reports to members electing to receive a copy 
no later than 21 days before AGM (or more than four months after EOFY 
- s 316A

• CLG must lay the reports before the AGM (no need to formally pass a 
resolution) – s 317

Lodgement with ASIC

• CLG lodge reports with ASIC within fourth months after the EOFY– s 319

• Does not apply to small CLGs (irrespective of whether subject to 
member direction) – s 319(2)(b)



STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

NSW incorporated associations

Statutory requirements

• No statutory requirement to prepare directors’ report

• Must prepare and submit annual financial statements to the AGM

• Tiered requirements for financial statements based on annual revenue 
and gross assets

Other legal obligations

• Constitution of entity – any applicable obligations?

• Contracts with third parties (funding / grant agreements) – annual 
reporting obligations?

• NSO requirements?
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STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

NSW incorporated associations registered with the ACNC as charities

Statutory requirements – annual report

• Lodge annual information statement with the ACNC – no need to lodge with Fair Trading

• AIS must include minimal NSW IA information – IA number, public officer, date of AGM, 
5+ members and 3+ committee members

• Financial reports must otherwise comply with ACNC requirements

Other legal obligations

• Fundraising – from 1 July 2021, can annually report via AIS lodged with the ACNC, not 
to Fair Trading
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DIRECTORS’ REPORT EXAMPLES



KEY THEMES

Key themes within an annual report

• Key information about the organisation

• Identity of the board / committee

• Summary of the key management personnel (if any)

• How the organisation is governed

• Objects / objectives

• Activities supporting the objectives

• Have the objectives been met? How?

• Use of resources
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COMMON SSO INCLUSIONS

Common inclusions in SSO annual 
reports

• Sport promotion / development

• Participation / membership

• Competitions / events

• High performance

• Junior / talent pathways

• Coaching

• Officials

• Regulatory / compliance
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• Commercial

• Chair / CEO / Treasurer reports



THINGS TO CONSIDER

Considerations when preparing annual report

• Applicable statutory and other legal requirements

• Accuracy

• Completeness

• Transparency

• Reliability 

• Clarity 

• Relevance 

• Comparability 
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THINGS TO CONSIDER

Sport Australia | Sport Governance Principles & Standards

• Principle 6: The Playbook
• Board – include a governance statement in the annual report outlining the work 

and achievements of the board during the year

• Organisation – ensure all annual reporting is accurate, meaningful and provides 
enough information for members to evaluate the performance of the organisation

• Recommendation – organisations should publicly publish their financial reports, 
strategic plans, risk registers and other appropriate documentation along with an 
annual report which meets the requirements of its incorporating legislation

• Standard 6.5: Organisation reports on governance 
outcomes at both its GM and in its Annual Report 

• Maturity: Organisation reports on governance outcomes at its AGM and in its 
annual report. They provide an “if not, why not” statement as to why they have 
not met the Sport Australia Governance Standard/s and outlines plans to meet 
the standard/s going forward 



AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT

Recommendations from Chartered Accountants Australia & NZ

• Presentation and volume of information

• Strategy and performance

• Outputs, outcomes and impacts

• Sustainability and future funding

• Balanced reporting and risk management

• Remuneration and performance

• Employees/volunteers

• Sources of funds
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Q U E S T I O N S
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This presentation cannot be regarded as legal advice.  Although all care has been taken in preparing this presentation, readers must not alter their 
position or refrain from doing so in reliance on this presentation.  In particular, the clauses included in this presentation are randomly selected from 
sample project documents and are not to be assumed to be drafting models.  Where necessary, advice must be sought from competent legal 
practitioners.  The author does not accept or undertake any duty of care relating to any part of this presentation.



Simon Merritt
Senior Associate

D +61 3 9269 9579
M +61 413 750 025
E smerritt@landers.com.au

Simon is a specialist sports lawyer with extensive 
experience in the sport, leisure and not-for-profit 
sectors. Simon advises a variety of sport and 
leisure clients, working with them to achieve 
positive outcomes.
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KEY CONTACTS



Melbourne

T +61 3 9269 9000   
F +61 3 9269 9001 

Sydney

T +61 2 8020 7700
F +61 2 8020 7701

Brisbane

T +61 7 3456 5000
F +61 7 3456 5001

T H A N K  Y O U !
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